
 

The Maritimes Energy Association – Prepared Remarks before the Senate Committee on Energy, the 

Environment and Natural Resources appearance in Halifax, Nova Scotia on April 24, 2019. 

 

On behalf of the Maritimes Energy Association (MEA), we are pleased to appear before the Senate 

Committee on Energy, the Environment and Natural Resources in particular as they seek further input 

into Bill C-69.  Welcome to Halifax.  

 

We advocate for over 200 Maritime-based companies that market goods and services around the world. 

For over 37 years we have promoted the Canadian East Coast energy industry in a changing global 

environment.  We engage with our members to advance the region and its energy economy by working 

with key stakeholders including governments and their respective policy makers.  

Through partnerships, we can advocate policies that work for the region and for our members as the world 

adapts to a lower carbon economy to address climate change. 

 

Getting this adaptation right is crucial in a complex energy world in which hydrocarbon supplies are still 

essential; renewables play an increasingly important role; and ‘Clean Technologies’ are driving efficiencies 

and lowering emissions. 

 

Our membership represents the diversity of the energy sector. It is comprised of companies involved in 

everything from oil and gas production, renewable energy, smart grid operations to clean technology app 

development.  

 

Our strength can be found in that diversity. Collectively, we employ thousands of people and contribute 

tens of millions of dollars of GDP to the regional economy annually. 

Our Association has been actively participating in this process since April 5th, 2017 when the Expert 

Panel created to review the Canadian environmental assessment processes released its Final Report- 

“Building Common Ground: A New Vision for Impact Assessment in Canada” and again on June 29, 2017 
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when the Government of Canada released its follow-up discussion paper entitled, “Environmental and 

Regulatory Reviews”.  On August 17, 2017 The Maritimes Energy Association submitted written 

comments on this discussion paper. 

 

Since that time the Government has received numerous suggestions for improved effectiveness of the 

proposed legislation.  We continue to review documentation, and note that submissions by the 

Canadian Association of Pipeline Producers (CAPP); Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA) and the 

CanadaWest Foundation appear to outline reasonable suggested changes with supporting rationale.  

 

With the above in mind we continue to have the following concerns, consistent with our August 17th, 

2017 submission: 

1. Our Economic Competitiveness 

 

Competitiveness is essential to our ability to attract investment and ensure we continue to 

benefit from our vast natural resources. Resources drive our economy and help provide access 

to essential services and the quality of life our citizens have come to expect from their country 

and their government.  

 

2. Greater clarity around the Aboriginal Consultation process 

 

We support the engagement of indigenous communities, and would encourage greater clarity 

around the process to provide certainty and predictability for energy projects   Clarity around 

the process is foundational to project and investment decisions and key to reducing project risk.   

 

3. Impact assessments should consider the views of those who are ‘reasonably’ impacted 

 

In considering a transition from an environmental assessment to a broader impact assessment, 

the range of the impact area must be reasonable and clearly defined.  This remains a significant 

area of concern; enabling anyone with an opinion to have an opportunity to influence a project 

outcome, regardless of whether or not they are impacted.  
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4. Modern energy regulations should clearly define the scope of impacts 

The regulatory process should not be considered a platform for philosophical discussion or 

debates about government policy.  Projects should be assessed based on a clear scope and 

impacts like environment and safety.  Other platforms or processes should be clearly articulated 

for those policy discussions.   

 

5. Single agency assessments should leverage expertise of existing regulatory bodies 

 

In principle, our Association supports streamlining the environmental review process and 

believes a single agency assessment should be conducted jointly with the existing offshore 

regulatory board(s). For example, in Nova Scotia, the Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum 

Board (CNSOPB) has the industry and regional knowledge to effectively regulate offshore oil and 

gas activities.  This would allow for more efficient and effective outcomes. 

 

6. Importance of recognizing the Federal/Provincial Offshore Accord and Accord Acts 

We are pleased to see the recognition and a strong role of the established expert regulators for 

offshore oil and gas under the Canada – Nova Scotia Accord Acts for the co-management and 

regulatory regimes in Nova Scotia. Any suggestion that the Federal Minister(s) or Cabinet would 

determine unilaterally if a project is in the public interest undermines the intent of the Accord 

Acts. The Acts give the provinces equality in decision making and the management of our 

natural resources. It is an established regime, which should be maintained, respected and 

protected.  

 

7. Offshore oil and gas exploration activities should not fall under the Environmental Assessment 

process 

We encourage the identification of efficiencies in regulations and support regional strategic 

assessments that would cover geographic areas of interest for resource development. With 

robust regional assessments already in place for offshore oil and gas, it alleviates the need for 
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duplication in regulatory processes. Finding efficiencies will greatly assist our competitiveness, 

while ensuring stringent regulatory oversight.  

 

With this in mind, we believe regional assessments are sufficient to address exploratory oil and 

gas drilling activities in offshore Nova Scotia (eg exploration and delineation wells in the 

offshore). As a result, we would suggest that environmental, social and health considerations 

are contemplated under the expanded approach to regional assessments, thus removing the 

need for further environmental assessments for exploratory oil and gas drilling activity. 

 

In summary, the Maritimes Energy Association is encouraged by many of the changes proposed in this 

legislation, however, we would recommend the above noted submissions proposed changes be 

considered before legislation is implemented.   

 

While we support greater public/indigenous engagement, our priority is ensuring that we remain 

globally competitive and that we are able to attract continued investments in our energy sector.  In 

closing I would like to quote what the Royal Bank of Canada CEO, Dave MacKay said in Halifax at the 

Banks AGM on April 4th:” Investment in energy is critical to ensuring Canada remains prosperous for 

now, and generations to come.  We must balance the need to reduce our carbon footprint, with the 

need to produce more energy to supply growing demand globally.  We are putting our standard of living 

at risk if we don’t achieve this balance.”  

 

Ray Ritcey 

CEO, The Maritimes Energy Association 

April 24, 2019 


